2018 Annual Report

But the fruit of the Spirit is
love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control.
Against such things there is no law.
Galatians 5:22-23 (NIV)
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ACROSS Overview

ACROSS is a Christian organization founded in 1972 by four mission societies: Africa Inland Mission (AIM),
Sudan United Mission (SUM), Serving In Mission (SIM), and Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF). Based in
South Sudan, we work with partners and communities to provide humanitarian and developmental
programs in areas of protection, shelter, health, livelihoods, peace, capacity building, education, and an
integrated response to refugee care. The heartbeat of ACROSS is a Christ-centred, holistic approach in
partnership with the local church.

Over the years, ACROSS has gone through a number of transitions in response to the changing
conditions in South Sudan. Our continuous service of more than 45 years has given ACROSS a
wonderful heritage in the nation, and a strong reputation with our partners.

For our staff, ACROSS has been the platform where many South Sudanese have become mature
Christian professionals. They have often gone on to hold major responsibilities and strategic positions
in the South Sudan government, church, and society at large.
Over the decades, including during years of war, ACROSS has remained present and responsive to the
needs of those we serve. By so doing, we have built goodwill among the many communities we serve.
We are known for our special and valuable partnership with local churches in South Sudan, and are
often able to collaborate with the local church as an agent of change and a hub of social activity in the
community.
As we reflect on the year 2018 and what it means to be ACROSS working in South Sudan, we can
celebrate many good things that have been accomplished: the nation has celebrated a new peace
agreement, we have completed many projects, helped many people, and added new members to our
team. Yet, we have not been without challenges, including the tragic loss of a team member, a reduced
budget, and an unstable economy.
Now, perhaps more than ever, is the time for ACROSS to remain resilient and relentless as we
overcome challenges and strive toward our vision of Christ-centred, holistic transformation of
communities in South Sudan and beyond. It is with this attitude that we now look forward to 2019,
which marks the beginning of our 5-year strategic planning cycle, during which we will celebrate our 50th
anniversary.

2019 Theme
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2018 Project Activities

ACROSS implemented more than 30 projects and programs in 2018 covering a variety of sectors: health,
nutrition, WASH, education, food securities & livelihoods, camp management, integrated response,
peace and reconciliation and more. Ongoing programs included Participatory Awakening Process (PAP),
children’s ministry, sports ministry, and a variety of media activities.
Since the crisis of 2016, ACROSS has really begun to expand the “South Sudan and beyond” portion of
our mission with more and more activities taking place in the refugee camps in northern Uganda. All of
our printed media ministry is now located in Arua, Uganda and many new and expanding ministries are
developing in the camps.

In recognition of ACROSS’ ability to serve in challenging and remote areas, ACROSS has been
appointed by UNHCR as the Deep Field Humanitarian Focal Point for greater Boma region. This
means that we coordinate cluster activities and emergency response for all organizations serving in
Boma.
ACROSS strives to honour God in each and every project and program, but not every project allows a
direct Gospel focus. While we see all of our work as ministry, only those programs with a specific and
direct Gospel focus are labelled with the ministry icon. Other projects serve as ministry of compassion.
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Project Name

Project Location

Primary
Sector

Additional
Sector

IR - Refugees and Asylum Seekers

Gorom and Urban Juba

Integrated
Response

Camp
Management

Rumbek Integrated Community Based
Development Project

Rumbek

Integrated
Response

Peace & Education

Boma

Education

Mobile Teacher Training

Pibor and Pochalla

Education

‘Strengthening civil society and
enhancing vocational education (TVET)
for youth in South Sudan

Juba, Lainya and Yei

Education
Nutrition

Peace Economy

Juba – Gorom
Yei
Rumbek

Dutch NGO South Sudan Joint Response

Lainya

Integrated
Response

Food Assistance and Early Livelihood
Support

Kapoeta and Lainya

Early Response

Food Assistance and Early Recovery
WASH, Food and Non Food Items

Kapoeta and Lainya

Early Response

WFP Field Level Agreement

Lainya, Yei, Morobo

Early Response

Peacebuilding among South Sudanese
refugees by means of sporting activities

Arua

Peace

Ministry

Procurement and development of
educational messages plus an audio
Bible in Dinka Rek

Kuajok

Logistics

Ministry

Reviving Access to Education Services to
children and youth in South Sudan

Lakes and Jonglei States

Education

Aweil & Yirol - Piloting Dap Technology

Aweil and Yirol

Peace

Media

Sudan Literature Centre

Arua

Media

Ministry

Children's Ministry

Bweyale

Ministry

Radio & Digital Audio Messages on
peace building and social education in
South Sudan

Jonglei, Pibor and
Terekeka, Twic East, Bor
POC, Duk

Media

Chaplain Ministry

Arua

Ministry

Peace

DAPs Program for Warrap
Project Name

Warrap
Project Location

Media
Primary Sector

Peace
Additional Sector

UNICEF Nutrition Yei and Gorom

Peace

Peace

WASH
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Project Name

Project Location

Primary
Sector

Dry Season, Vegetable & Fishing Kits

Rumbek East and
Rumbek Centre

Early Response

Input Trade Fair

Rumbek East and
Rumbek Centre

Early Response

Peace Economy

Rumbek East

Peace

Health & Education

Rumbek East

Health

Amongpiny Clinic

Amongpiny

Health

Logoseed
UNICEF Nutrition Yei & Gorom

Rumbek, Yirol and Wulu
Yei and Gorom

Education
Nutrition

Reviving Education in Boma

Boma, Pochalla, Rumbek
and Wulu

Education

Emergency Nutrition Response in Lainya
& Wonduruba

Lainya and Wonduruba

Nutrition

Emergency Response Lainya-

Lainya

Early Response

Emergency Support Mahad and Don
Bosco

Mahad and Gumbo IDPs

Integrated
Response

Additional
Sector

Capacity Building

Teacher Training in Pibor
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Participatory Awakening Process

The Participatory Awakening Process (PAP), is designed to mobilize communities and churches to
design, plan, implement, and evaluate their development process as they work towards their preferred
future. PAP facilitates communities to “discover” who they are, and their potential, and to envision their
destiny as a vibrant part of the Kingdom of God. After developing a vision they then determine how to
achieve their goals.
PAP was introduced by ACROSS in Lainya in 2018 following the
security improvement in the area. The 2016 crisis in South Sudan had led
to destruction of physical infrastructures in greater Yei River State.
Schools, households, ad Churches have all been destroyed by the
conflict. PAP, as a sustainable community development tool, is helping
to revive progress, and hope. Unfortunately, peace did not hold in the
Yei region and the project has faced challenges related to security.
The ultimate goal of PAP in Lainya is To Awaken 4
local Churches to understand and apply their Biblical
mandate for holistic ministry to their immediate
communities.
In spite of challenges, the project has engaged with
churches from a variety of denominational
backgrounds. There are now 23 participants, known
as Awakeners, in the program who have attended the
first two trainings. They come from the Roman
Catholic Church, Sudan Pentecostal Church, and the
Episcopal Church of South Sudan. Leaders from the
Church of God also plan to participate.

Children’s Ministry

PAP training in Lainya

Work began with monitoring and meetings in our new operation zones of Rhino Refugee Camp
Settlement (RS) in Uganda. We conducted several trainings targeting 195 Children Ministry (CM)
workers and Women leaders - 135 participants in 4 zones of Rhino camp (Omugo, Ocea, Eden & Siripi)
and 60 participants in Imvepi & Swuinga camps.
Sunday School teachers dramatically improved their skills, leading to increased Bible content now
supplementing what had typically been just singing. Sunday Schools expanded in size as interest grew.
Trauma identification and healing among beneficiary children was addressed. The ACROSS Children
Ministry Officer and helpers are now much sought after as trainers.
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"New Hope: Multiplying healing to wounded hearts" is the name given to an effective trauma healing
approach introduced to our Senior Children’s Ministry worker by an American group visiting Arua in
August 2018. It is proving to be a very powerful tool in the northwest Uganda refugee camps. Though
not only intended for women, the ACROSS team currently trains mainly women community leaders and
Mother's Union groups to channel the trauma healing to families. In the process the trainees are
themselves being healed.

Teacher listening to a child using sandbox tool in Omugo camp

Peace and Reconciliation

ACROSS has implemented projects in Jebel Boma County since the 1990’s. In recent years ACROSS
began the second phase of a project called “Promoting Peaceful Co-Existence and Access to Education
among Communities in Jebel Boma County”. Since the implementation of this project, which focuses on
dialogue and establishing community leaders as ambassadors of peace, many communities have reported
a reduction in raiding and violence. In 2018, more than 2,300 people in Jebel Boma County participated
directly in peace dialogue, and over 11,000 people were exposed to messages of peace through the
community peace leaders.
Recognizing that all people in the community have
an interest in peace, ACROSS strives to engage
various members in healthy activities that promote
positive relationships between neighbouring people.
One example of this is youth football. Pictured here
is the second annual Play for Peace football
tournament with more than 100 total participants
playing on four teams. Participants reported that
this year’s games had an improved atmosphere of
sportsmanship and healthy competition.
Youth also gathered to engage in peace dialogues.
This is an important aspect of the programme
because it is often the youth in an area who conduct raiding attacks. By acknowledging the challenges
and seeking alternatives, these youth are making positive strides toward a peaceful South Sudan for
future generations to come.
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Sports Ministry

Organized sports can play a significant role in
positive youth engagement where life lessons like
communication, healthy competition,
sportsmanship, and teamwork are put into
practice. The ACROSS Sports Ministry
programme operates on a limited basis in three
refugee camps. More funding for this project
would have immediate and direct improvement in
programming and behaviour change for young
people.

Even with limited funding, we were able to conduct a training for coaches, referees, team captains, and
other leaders, as well as host a behaviour change workshop for players while having a tournament at the
end of the season.

Media

The ACROSS Media Department works with partners such as Dan Church Aid (DCA), Pioneer
Australia, World Vision, and Christian Aid (CA) to develop, translate, record, and disseminate messages
of peace and reconciliation to some of the most remote regions of South Sudan.
The church in South Sudan has historically
played an influential role in resolving conflicts,
reconciling parties, and building trust and
confidence between communities. ACROSS
Media has joined with the South Sudan
Council of Churches to use Digital Audio
Players (DAPs) to communicate messages
regarding gender-based violence, and peace
and reconciliation. To help move the peace
building activities forward ACROSS, with
support from Christian Aid, implemented a
pilot project called “Action Plan for Peace and
Gender Based Violence” using digital audio
players as a messenger of peace. This project
is currently underway with messages being
recorded for distribution.

Training listening group leaders in the cattle camp

Additionally, ACROSS has developed a chaplaincy training program for the South Sudan Armed Forces
which covers topics such as: personal spiritual growth, duty of a soldier to defend the nation and not
exceed his mandate, coping with the trauma of war experiences and personal failures, coping with the
loss of loved ones by atrocities during the war, not driving them to use their weapons beyond the call of
duty, staying sexually faithful with their partners, being sober and of good character, generally meeting
life's difficulties (both those faced by all men and those because of their unique lifestyle), and building
positive relationships within the army community as well as with the outside civilian populations.
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The Media department also produces quality programs for airing over the radio, as well as having
developed teacher training material for reaching of teachers in remote
areas.
Script writing, recording, editing and DAP formatting were done from
Juba office and field activities conducted in various targeted places.
New programs for peace were developed and recorded. DAP trainings
and distribution were done as planned. Below are the more
comprehensive activities conducted in the ACROSS Juba office and
targeted places/locations in 2018.
•

•

•
•
•
•

Approx. 8,686 members (4,165 female) of communities in
Jonglei (Bor South, Twic East and Duk) and Terekeka
reached with peace building and social education messages
through FM Radio programme.
Two radio talk shows conducted in Jonglei Peace FM and
Liberty FM in Juba to get listeners feedback on peace building and social education
initiatives
80 peace building and social education messages recorded in four languages (Dinka, Nuer,
Bari and Murle) edited and downloaded into 320 DAPs.
320 DAP listening groups formed in 27 cattle camps in Jonglei, (Bor south, Twic East and
Duk), Pibor and Terekeka and 01 blocks in Bor POC.
6,399 participants (2,873 female) trained on how to use DAPs in 27 cattle camps, 01 POC
block in Bor including government representatives.
Participants comprising of chiefs, youth leaders and women leaders trained on peace
building and social education initiatives at grass root level in all the project locations.

Health

Health programmes are integrated into a variety of projects—specifically refugee care, nutrition, and
media. The media team records health related topics in local languages to distribute on the digital audio
players and to our partner radio stations. Additionally, ACROSS is the health referral desk for all
refugees in the greater Juba area. We also operate the ambulance service that transports refugees. Other
health initiatives are integrated with nutrition and WASH programmes throughout South Sudan,
including immunization programmes.

WASH

Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) is another
cross-cutting programme that is integrated in
multiple projects. In 2018, ACROSS was able to
renovate wells in Boma, distribute menstrual hygiene
kits in Rumbek, and teach countless workshops in
nearly every location we serve.

Well Rehabilitation in Kapoeta East
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Nutrition

In partnership with WFP, UNICEF, UNHCR ,
and the State Ministry of Health, ACROSS
provides nutritional intervention to malnourished
children under five years of age, supplementary
feeding to pregnant and lactating women and
institutional feeding to people living with chronic
illnesses of HIV/AIDS and TB in Lainya, Yei
and Morobo. In 2018, more than 32,000 people
were screened through the ACROSS Nutrition
Project. Of those, more than 1200 children under
the age of 5 were treated for acute malnutrition,
including 115 needing care at the Stabilization
Centre. More than 800 pregnant and lactating
women received support as well as almost 3000
members of households with a person suffering
from chronic illness.
The project also provided individual and group counselling on infant and
child nutrition to more than 14,000 individuals in 2018. This counselling
serves to prevent malnutrition by informing mothers of their children's
nutritional needs. One common practice is for mothers, like the one pictured
left, to feed their babies black tea. Through counselling and educational
programs, mothers learn how to feed and care for their children.
The nutrition project's emphasis is on Community Based Management of
Acute malnutrition (CMAM) and Maternal Infant Young Child Nutrition
(MIYCN) while integrating WASH components like the distribution of soap
and dissemination of basic WASH messages to the project beneficiaries in
collaboration with WASH partners.

Education
Technical Vocation Education
Training (TVET)
The EMPOWER Project is a concerted
effort of a consortium of agencies funded by
the European Union for the strengthening
civil society and enhancing Technical and
Vocational Education and Training (TVET)
for youth employment. The project seeks to
address the needs of displaced and
vulnerable persons in the urban environment
through providing skills and vocational
training.
TVET Solar Power Students
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There are a total of 120 students in the ACROSS TVET
program—30 in each vocational track: auto mechanic,
building and construction, catering and hospitality, and
solar power. Students have a blend of classroom studies
and practical application in each program, and are
assessed along the way. At the end of phase one,
students are placed in an ‘industrial attachment’ to
complete an internship in their given track.
The catering students have started a restaurant on the
ACROSS compound which is open to the public for
TVET Catering Students
lunch each weekday. The hope is that the restaurant will
enable this programme to be sustainable for future cohorts.
Education in Emergencies
The Education in Emergencies project addresses the issue of access to basic quality education, one of
the significant challenges facing South Sudan. It is estimated that about half of all school aged children in
South Sudan have dropped out of school, or never started. The situation is compounded by the ongoing
conflict which has forced many children and young people out of school. Jonglei and Lakes states are
significantly suffering from inadequate learning infrastructure, lack of teaching and learning materials,
poor quality of teachers, and a weak local education governance capacity.
The main aim of the project is to improve access to inclusive quality education for conflict affected
children and youth in South Sudan. Significant progress has been made in the achievement of set
objectives, outputs and targets. The programme has contributed to improving access to equitable, safe
and protective learning opportunities for children and out of school youth. In addition, the programme
has improved the quality of the learning and teaching environment and education governance through
training activities for volunteer teachers, school
inspectors, supervisors, education officials, and
school governing bodies.
ACROSS conducts teacher training and
education project is in a number of locations
around South Sudan, like this one pictured in
Boma. Like many rural areas, there are few
teachers in Boma County and most of them
work as volunteers. ACROSS provides teacher
training for primary school teachers, and the
participants report an improvement in the
students’ test scores. Pictured here are 58
volunteer primary school teachers in an
ACROSS training session.
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Pibor Secondary School re-opened: the education
in emergencies programme supported the Boma State
government in re-opening Pibor Secondary School.
The re-opening of the secondary school has provided
an opportunity to primary school leavers in Pibor to
access secondary education. This is the only
secondary school in the region.
Mobile Teacher Training in Pochalla and Pibor has
also begun to show improvement in the access to
quality education. Though this area experiences
significant challenges in teacher training, community
attitudes to inclusive education, and logistics; the
program was able to continue on target for the year.
Several teacher trainings were held in both locations
as well as implementation of school fun days and
supply distribution.

Food Securities & Livelihoods

The Food Assistance and Early Livelihood Support project is aimed at alleviating the grave humanitarian
situation in Lainya County of Central Equatoria and Kapoeta East County of Eastern Equatoria. Lainya
County was selected because most of the population was affected by massive displacement due to
recurring serious clashes between warring factions during 2016- 2018. Kapoeta East County was selected
because it was severely affected by drought. These circumstances in Lainya and Kapoeta, coupled with
worsening economic crisis and lack of humanitarian partners on the ground in both areas, resulted in
acute levels of food insecurity for local populations. The project
came in at the time when communities were in desperate need of
support. The food rations helped alleviate hunger, especially to the
most vulnerable people who benefited from the food assistance.
One of the beneficiaries from the Kauto Plateaus in Kapoeta East
County narrated how the food assistance helped her and her
children narrowly survive from starvation.
In this project ACROSS had a component of training of farmers
to build their capacity in basic agronomic practices. We selected
the farmers who had basic literacy skills to participate in the
training as Role-Model Farmers, with the idea that they would
then go on to support the other farmers in their community (who
may have been illiterate and might not have been able to
participate in the training), through oral coaching and physical
demonstrations of the farming methods. In the trainings, we
incorporated some disaster risk mitigation strategies: introducing new crop types that are resistant to
disease and weather conditions; knowledge about crop diseases and the timing of diseases; and adopting
early maturing crops, which would help mitigate risks associated with pest outbreaks and short rainfall
patterns. This training content with the model of farmer-to-farmer coaching was delivered in the hope
that the farmers would adopt more productive farming methods, while and supporting each other to be
more resilient against climatic shocks in future growing seasons.
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Integrated Response
Integrated Response Refugee Care
While many South Sudanese have been internally displaced from their traditional homes, others in
surrounding countries have some to South Sudan to seek refuge. The need for refugee care in South
Sudan is a tragic outcome of instability and unrest in neighbouring countries. ACROSS seeks to provide
care in a manner which honours each person with human dignity—even when they are at their most
vulnerable.
ACROSS joins hands with UNHCR to provide refugee care through the Integrated Response
programme. The aim is to address assistance and protection needs of more than 2000 refugees in
Gorom Refugee settlement, Central Equatoria State and urban refugees in Juba. We strive to increase
access to basic rights, promote self-reliance and enhance
dignified living among Persons of Concern (PoC).
Areas of service include:
•
•
•
•
•

education
health
shelter
water, sanitation and hygiene promotion (WASH)
emergency medical transport and ambulance
service

ACROSS also operates the medical referral desk supports referrals for refugees coming from different
refugee camps in the country and provides logistic support, facilitates accommodation in the medical
safe house and follow up of their treatment and feeding. There are also protection cases to be supported
at protection wing of the medical safe house.
This project also targets the urban refugees in provision of education for 400 urban refugee children
dwelling in Juba for primary education and 150 students for secondary school.
Rumbek Integrated Response
ACROSS implements integrated programming in Rumbek and Rumbek East Counties to address issues
related to primary health care, education and community let initiatives in WASH and livelihoods.
•

10 GEM clubs and 10 sports teams were formed in 10 primary schools for 2018.

•
•
•

10 life skills clubs and 10 peace planting clubs were formed in 10 primary schools for 2018
PTA and Micro-finance groups formed.
Provide weekly community outreach programs on basic health promotions: immunizations,
awareness of gender-based violence, and nutrition.
WASH interventions are introduced in 3 villages with a goal to construct 150 pit latrines
using community led total sanitation methods.
Peace ambassadors (PAS) groups are formed and trained to detect and initiate community
peace dialogues to advocate the use of non- violence means to resolved conflicts
Strengthened and improved maternal and child health and awareness on disease prevention
and promotion in Rumbek East
Empowered Community leaders and local systems to engage youths and government agents
to restore peace

•
•
•
•
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Sudan Literature Centre

ACROSS provides printing services and
book production through the Sudan
Literature Centre (SLC) which printed
more than 16,400 books in 2018. SLC has
the capacity to print books and covers in
colour as well as in black and white. New
equipment has been added to improve the
quality and types of books that can be
produced.

Mini-Libraries
Old stock of SLC books printed 10 to 20 years ago were transferred
from Nairobi to Arua in March 2018. This included school textbooks,
church books (including training for church leaders), wall charts, and
the ‘Footsteps’ basic rural development magazines. 3,884 items were
then divided into 50 piles, averaging 75 items each. 32 mini-library sets
were assembled and supplied to churches (one set each) in refugee
settlements where ACROSS conducts Children's Ministry and Sports
for Peace projects. In this way, the general knowledge and reading skills
of refugees will improve. 18 additionallibraries will be supplied in 2019
to bring the total to 50 mini libraries.
Teachers receive and learn the use of SLC books
Sunday school teachers now know how to teach children using the preparation guidelines, story-telling
techniques, and can develop a lesson plan from the curriculum books. They know the six principles in
working with and teaching children: Teach one truth at a time; teach for a life-change; teach from the
heart; teach through experience; teach according to the needs; and teach with variety).
All the churches we had given previous training
to (before the books) in the camps of Ofua,
Omugo, Imvepi, Bidibidi 2, Ocea, and Eden, are
now teaching children in their churches with
great impact on Sundays. Some even doing
teachings midweek. And the numbers of children
increased from 40 to over 100 in some of the
Sunday Schools.
The Sunday Schools in Omugo camp admitted
they were not teaching children in their churches,
but were rather only running a Sunday School choir. But on April 18th, things changed dramatically.
Sunday School is happening now everywhere in these churches and homes.
Children's behaviour has dramatically changed from bad to good. There was also improvement in
personal hygiene practices because ACROSS also trains them to look after their bodies.
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Book Production and Distribution
(a) List of books produced for SLC stock/sales;
A total of 16,481 books of 31 titles were printed in 2018.
Title

(no. pages per book)

Shukuru-Yesu hymns (Juba Ar./Eng)
(92p)
Mother’s Union prayer (Bari) rprt (60p)
Bari prayer and hymn book- reprt (244p)
Bari catechism - reprint (24p)
Kid’s bible story colouring bk4 (Bari)
(44p)
A story of laziness (Bari) (24p)
On God’s team (Eng.NGO dvtns) (80p)
Simple stories of wisdom by Gaga (24p)
Bari syllable primer - reprint
(24p)
The scarification (Eng J. Monyjok) (48p)
Lent & Easter (Eng. NGO dvtns)
(56p)
Christ-centred transformation
(76p)

QTY
1,955

Title

(no. pages per book)

160

310
1,000
300
296

Bari Kid’s bible st. colouring bk1-reprt
(56p)
She’s working (Eng. lit. reader)
(16p)
Moru hymn book (232p)
Look, listen & live bk 6 (Zande)
(56p)
Joseph 1 (Bible story in Bari)
(32p)

200
200
200
200
200
200
200

Joseph 2 (Bible story in Bari)
Nuer NT Commentary - Pt 2
Pastor's Training Handbook - Pt 1
Pastor's Training Handbook - Pt 2
Keliko Hymnal (SIL)
(144p)
Bari hymn book (112p)
Bari prayer and hymn book

200
100
150
150
600
100
3,000*
*
700
100

(32p)
(108p)
(200p)
(188p)
(240p)

Bari SIL Creation of all things
(16p)
245
Acholi hymn book
(88p)
Free from deception - (Eng. Converted
471
A brief history of Panyana area Diocese
witchdoctor testimony) - reprint (40p)
(22p)
Bari Love of God for people of S Sudan
494
Nuer hymn book (578p)
(36p)
Acholi catechism (12p)
150
Dinka bor prayer and hymn book (740p)
Shukuru Yesu outsourced reprint
(92p)
3,000 Total
** Note: 3,000 Bari Prayer & Hymnals were printed by Dec 31st, but only 400 were fully bound.
(b) Books shipped to Juba

ATY

200
200
150
200

220
630
16,481

(c) Books printed under NGO contracts

Books shipped to Across Juba for sale /
royalty
Shukuru-Yesu

No.

Books printed as contracts by NGOs etc

No.

1,320

Bari prayer and hymn book

500

Learning to Read in Bari Book 1

70

Learning to Read in Bari Book 2

70

Talking Cock (Bari reader)

70

Story of Laziness (in Bari by Isaac Gaga)
Simple stories of wisdom (in Bari by I. Gaga)
Bari catechism
On God’s team (Eng. NGO devotions)
The scarification (by John Monyjok)
Kakwa Hymbook
Total

20
20
100
20
10
70
2,270

Nuer hymn book (PCoK)
220*
(578p)
Dinka Por prayer and hymn book (PCoK)
550*
(740p)
Pastor's Training Handbook - Pt 1
150
(200p)
Pastor's Training Handbook - Pt 2
150
(188p)
Keliko Hymnal (SIL)
600
(144p)
Total
1,850
Those marked with * had a royalty of 10% added for the
copyright holders. PCK received 200 of 220 and 500 of
550 for their work. In the case of the Dinka Bor book,
some royalty copies were overdue on a past order so an
extra 90 copies were actually printed.
PCK = Presbyterian Church of Korean - Missions Dept
SIL = Summer Insititute of Linguistics (South Sudan)
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Financial Overview

ACROSS relies on project funders to continue work in South Sudan. Just as the projects we implement
are varied and vast, so too are those who support them. We are grateful to each of our project partners
for making 2018 a successful and impactful year under very challenging circumstances.

2018 Income and Expense
$845,894

$727,487

$4,740,512

$4,543,447

INCOME

EXPENSE
Projects

Administrative

2018 Project Funding Source
1%
4%
Humanitarian

19%

Tearfund Family
Other Faith-based

9%
67%

Churches
misc. support
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